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44 Systemi c Issue s Presente d by GATT Review s 

4.14.1 Introduction 
Thiss chapter discusses some issues that have been identified to describe why the internal trade 
requirementt for Article XXTV has not found a basis for a more strict coverage application. An 
impressionn that can be derived from the later dispute panel cases is that if only a legal interpretation of 
thee qualification requirement in Article XXTV: 8 had been adopted, then the problem of proliferation 
off  agreements would be resolved to the benefit of the MFN principle. However, besides the question 
off  legal certainty, there are also political, institutional and economic factors that would likely have an 
impactt on whether the criteria could be applied in the actual practice. The point of this chapter is to 
raisee these constraints in order to address the question of whether a more consistent application of 
Articlee XXIV requirements could be reconciled with these factors. 

Thee chapter first carries forward through a number of other GATT Working Group reviews in order to 
establishh the pattern of flexibility that was demanded by various regional proponents through the 
yearss of the GATT, now GATT 1947. Excerpts are drawn to document the absence of commitment by 
regionall  members to make a reduction of trade barriers in the execution of their regional agreements. 
Thee questions raised particularly in regard to the degree of coverage required and the reservation of 
contingentt trade measures (safeguards and anti-dumping) between regional members remain largely 
unresolvedd in the current WTO legal practice. 

Thee chapter then discusses the unique problems presented for Article XXIV when confronted with 
regionall  parties at widely different developmental levels. Many of the reviews in GATT practise 
encounteredd the difficulty of applying the Article in the face of colonial history. Even where such 
historyy was not a factor, the demand upon parties to make complete preferential exchanges between 
developedd and developing economies raises a certain conflict for the Article. Likewise, the 
institutionall  difficulties that surround the review of formations, even as this process has evolved in the 
WTOO are well known to be problematic irrespective of the condition of the criteria to be applied. 
Thesee institutional issues are reflected here by reference to what is known as the Article XXIV 
paradox,, whereby review parties are being called upon to approve regional agreements which 
discriminatee against all of their external trade and to reject those that do not. 

4.24.2 Coverage issues raised by later reviews 
Thee flexibility demanded by the EEC and its Overseas Association partners established a precedent 
forr an increasing leeway overall in the EEC's approach to free-trade areas. This flexibility, nearly 
alwayss directed to the internal trade requirement, became a mainstay of later reviews. For example, in 
thee 1972 Yaounde* II review, some Working Group members suggested that safeguard, budgetary and 
developmentt measures, which were all capable of restricting trade between the parties, should be 
reportedd upon in the interim review in order to determine whether substantially-all trade was being 
accorded.. The EEC responded that it was up to the regional parties and not to the Contracting Parties 
too determine if later-introduced measures degraded trade coverage below the substantially all trade 
level.. The parties to the Convention promised to report to the GATT if such a lowering of trade 
occurred.. It was, therefore, asserted that GATT parties should have no basis to conduct any 
independentt determination of the requirements. 

119722 BISD, L/3465, para. 11 and 12. 
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Fromm this perspective, one might conclude that having invoked Article XXTV, the EEC saw the 
exceptionn as granting something of a free hand to the regional members to conduct the agreement 
accordingg to their design without any meaningful oversight by the GATT Contracting Parties. As 
evidence,, a call in this Yaounde review to have the Secretariat prepare an independent report to 
determinee the status of restrictions imposed between the parties was also rejected by the EEC and 
thereforee not permitted.2 

Alsoo from 1972, in the EEC-Israel trade agreement, another mark of coverage flexibilit y was achieved 
wheree a conclusion was advanced by some in the Working Group that there was really no point in 
discussingg the coverage of the agreement, since the agreement did not in any case provide for the 
eliminationn of duties, but only for their reduction.3 The inference made was that free-trade areas may 
bee formed in the absence of a declaration of regional free trade. Similarly, in the 1972 report on the 
EECC Association with Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya, trade coverage before and after the Agreement 
wass reported to be almost insignificant, perhaps affecting only 6-7% of the trade. The net effect was 
claimedd to have simply accorded some preferences (one-way) without any commitment undertaken 
forr reciprocity.4 

Inn the EEC-Cyprus Association, a new concept of "provisional" agreement was introduced to 
distinguishh between "interim" agreements permitted by Article XXTV. The EC indicated that, "the 
agreementt was not interim in the sense that it could be reversed." This inferred that no binding 
commitmentt was made at all between the parties, a point supported by the fact that although Cyprus' 
agriculturee exports to the Community comprised 63% of all of its exports to the EC, agriculture trade 
wass excluded from the Agreement's coverage.5 In the Egypt report, which was engaged after the GSP 
systemm was instituted and within which a complete alternative for granting developing country 
preferencess had been created, duty free commitment was yet stated to be applied to only 45% of the 
bilaterall  trade.6 

Thesee samples indicate that whatever meaning the term "substantial" might hold for paragraph 8, it 
heldd littl e bearing over the regional proposals of the EEC through at least the early 1970s. 

Itt also emerged more clearly over time that the EC intended to reserve the right to impose safeguards 
onn the trade of its regional partners, which safeguards would not necessarily be extended to other 
GATTT parties unless and until the EC invoked the provisions of Article XDC. This gesture was 
universallyy applauded by reviewing parties since Article XDC offered certain procedural and 
compensatoryy guarantees for their trade. However, the reverse implication of the policy is also 
germane.. For safeguards directed to the regional parties, the EC did not intend to be bound by GATT 
ruless to invoke Article XIX as to them, even where such regional members were also GATT 
Contractingg Parties. This apparent conflict between GATT rules and the scope of the exception 
permittedd by Article XXI V has escaped the attention of a number of Working Groups, at least as 
documentedd from the reports throughout the GATT-1947 era.7 Rather, while the question of 
safeguardss has been raised on a number of occasions within Working Groups, the discussion has 
tendedd to focus upon whether non-members' external trade would be detrimentally affected by the 
possiblee cessation of safeguards between members. 

Non-memberss have remained understandably concerned that safeguards directed toward them would 
alsoo be applied on a non-discriminatory basis to regional partners. Thus for the GATT, the issue has 

22 Ibid. , at para. 28. 
33 1972 8130,1/3581, para 22-24. 
44 1973 BISD, U3721, para. 16. 
519755 BISD, L/4009, para. 10-12 and para 21. 
66 1975 BISD, L/4054, para 16. 
77 For example , 1975 BISD, L/4054, para 19. 
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beenn whether  or  not regional partners would be relieved of safeguards, not whether  safeguards 
imposedd against regional members would be duly notified and treated under  GATT Articl e XDC 
rules.88 From a flexibility  perspective, the free trade area plans would offer  the EC the capacity to 
executee selective safeguards in reference to the trade of its own regional partners (and vice versa). As 
aa possible justification , one review discloses that the EC, in noting that such safeguards would not 
necessarilyy be extended to non-members, indicated that the special safeguard language was necessary 
inn order  to adjust to certain "distortion s of competition"  that could occur  under  the free-trade area.9 

4.34.3 Developed-developing territories and reverse preferences 
Manyy of the formations causing difficult y for  review parties on the coverage issues were those being 
establishedd between developed and developing countries, combinations attempted by territorie s at 
occasionallyy extremely different levels of economic progress or  national wealth. As noted earlier, the 
notionn of a free-trade area did not pre-exist the GATT. While the inclusion of an exception for  free 
tradee areas was considered at Havana, the discussions, according to Haight, centred on their 
applicationn either  in the context of developing countries (Lebanon-Syria) or  perhaps as to developed 
countriess in reference to European integration. His reflection on events as they had transpired by 1972 
iss telling in this regard: 

"(B)u tt  how many delegates could have foreseen that these provisions would be used also for 
forgingg closer  commercial ties between developed and developing countries? Such a colonial-
typee pact was surely a thing of the past. For  a backward territor y to give better  treatment of 
import ss of manufactures from one or  more industrialized countries than to those from other 
andd possibly cheaper  sources of supply was an arrangement sometimes imposed by colonial 
powers.. One would not expect independent developing countries to enter  voluntaril y into such 
aa new-colonial arrangement, thereby limitin g their  freedom to protect their  own industrial 
development."10 0 

Jacksonn also tended to support the view that for  free-trade areas, the exception was understood to be a 
meanss of facilitatin g co-operation between developing countries as a method for  assisting 
industrialisation.111 Dam only ascribed the provisions to a mix of interest in European integration and 
thee interests of less-developed countries.12 Haight's opinion suggests that re-combinations of colonial-
typee trade arrangements within the frame of a new free-trade area exception were possibly not 
consideredd in the draftin g of the Article.13 This opinion finds some concurrence by Workin g Group 

88 For example, EC-Austria report, 1974 BISD, L/3900, para. 30-32. 
99 EC-Norway Report, 1975 BISD, L/3996, para. 31, but the agreement in question does not provide for such a 
criteriaa for the imposition of safeguards. 
100 Haight, F.A. (1972), Customs Unions and Free Trade Areas Under GATT, Journal of World Trade, V.6, No. 4, 
p.. 394. 
111 Jackson, John H. World Trade Law and the Law of GATT, the Mitchie Company, Charlottesville, Virginia, 
HH 969), p. 603, but not citing to a conference report or document. 
122 Dam, Kenneth W., The GATT: Law and Internationa l Economi c Organization , The University of Chicago 
Press,, (1970), (Midway Reprint, 1977), p. 274. One could suggest that the customs union aspect certainly held 
interestt for European governments interested in integration, as customs union formation had already 
commencedd in the Benelux. 
133 There is some support that the free trade area inclusion related also to European integration interests, 
althoughh not so clear as to distinguish between the prospective employment of free-trade areas between 
Europeann countries, or the maintenance of post-colonial systems within the context of possible future European 
integration.. Thus, Haight notes that it was a French Representative, "who was credited with having thus 
developedd and refined the Lebanon-syria proposal, said it would be of great interest to Europe, and so it proved 
too be." F.A. Haight, Supra note 10 at p. 394. He also appears to raise the post-colonial aspect for Europe in 
notingg a possible French interest in reserving the capacity to match in its own post war relations to the type of 
standstilll treatment that was obtained by the British Commonwealth system. A free trade area exception could be 
seenn to provide such an avenue. However, the Overseas Association provisions of the Rome Treaty, and the 
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memberr comments in later reviews which asserted that the Article could not possibly have been 
intendedd to be applied in any manner that would require developing countries to offer reverse 
preferencess to the developed regional partner.14 

Thee question raised above by Haight was clearly at issue in the GATT Working Group review of the 
EEC'ss Overseas Association. If the Article was to be applied as it appeared to be written, the 
developingg countries in the Association would be required to provide a full measure of reverse 
preferencess to the EC as a condition for the free trade area formation. The result of these reverse 
preferencess would be seen necessarily however to undermine the attributed motive of seeking to 
restrainn colonial preference systems in the first place. GATT drafters may have viewed the role of the 
Generall  Agreement to address (in part) the external discrimination posed by preferential colonial 
systemss and thereby sought to constrain formations by raising the requirements. However, the free 
tradee area exception together with its reciprocity provisions when invoked by developed-developing 
countriess was likely seen to open the possibility for the reconstruction of these same disfavoured 
arrangements. . 

Whetherr or not the drafters contemplated limiting this aspect of the Article to developing country 
formations,, the Article itself made no distinction between development levels of the parties, however 
requiringg regional members to remove barriers between the parties, i.e., the reciprocity or mutuality 
requirement.. However, in the context of developed-developing country relations, by requiring reverse 
preferencess on behalf of former colonies, one can imagine a level of exasperation rising where 
Workingg Group parties were challenged to argue for the inclusion of these reciprocal exchanges 
betweenn previous colonial formations. This would occur with the addition that combinations would be 
sanctionedd in the context of GATT Article XXTV. To some of the parties, the use of the free-trade 
areaa exception in combination with reverse preferences between developmentally dissimilar territories 
mustt have appeared as though a colonial Trojan horse had been re-introduced to the GATT system. 

Ass indicated earlier, there was objection by the review parties to the formation as presented. Most of it 
centredd on the problem of reverse preferences not being required of the developing association 
countries.. It is not difficult however to appreciate the dichotomous position that would have to be 
assumedd by any non-member who would attempt to insist on a full measure of reverse preferences as 
aa condition to these formations. This sentiment would be present whether taking the view of 
developingg or developed non-members. Developing countries would understand that an extension of 
EECC member-state preferences to the wider Community diminished their market access.15 Developed 
countriess would also suffer exclusionary effects from developing country members as a result of any 
completedd reverse-preference formation. For such objectors, exacting a full measure of mutuality 
betweenn the EEC and itss various regional partners must have been seen as a total contradiction, at 
leastt to the spirit of the GATT system rules, as suggested by Haight. Further, exacting such 
reciprocityy would probably have seemed damaging to their own direct interests in trade to the 
Europeann market as well as the other regional members. In this context, one recalls Jackson's 
summaryy of the effects of the Overseas Association and its review: 

Agreement ss themselve s did not specif y the formatio n of free-trad e areas . 
144 For examples , Yaounde ' (first ) Convention , 1966 BISD, 1/2441, para . 13 and 25; Yaounde ' II, 1972 BISD, 
L/3465,, para . 20. Perhap s Haigh t and Jackson' s understandin g of the Articl e is consisten t wit h othe r concession s 
mad ee at Genev a on behal f of developin g countries , includin g the draf t Articl e 15 whic h woul d gran t a 2/3 waive r 
forr  under-develope d countr y regiona l preference s whic h woul d fall shor t of the mor e stringen t free trad e area 
requirements .. Howeve r contra , Dam considere d the issu e as raised betwee n industrialise d and materia l 
producin gg countrie s in the Oversea s Associatio n revie w to be spurious . K. Dam, (1963), at p. 648, his not e 97. 
155 This proble m was deal t wit h in part by the resolutio n of the Workin g Grou p to provid e a secto r by secto r stud y 
too determin e if injur y to thi s trad e was bein g caused . 
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"Indeed,, the EEC overseas territor y arrangements were considered by many GATT members 
too be simply a continuation of the colonial preference schemes described in Articl e I annexes 
BB and C of GATT, with the preferences expanded in the EEC setting."16 

Whatt  is not clear from his statement or  the reviews is whether  the reverse preference problem would 
havee also arisen in a situation whereby a trul y complete exchange of reciprocity would have been 
createdd by all the partners. In other  words, should one determine that an objectionable extension of 
colonial-typee systems was being effected because preferences were being exchanged by developed 
andd developing countries representing former  colonial arrangements, or  because the exchanges made 
weree selective by nature and therefore partiall y preferential? The shading between these different 
possibilitiess is relevant if one considers that within a completed exchange the capacity of the 
developedd territor y to exercise a form of negative internal discrimination, i.e., to selectively offer  and 
withdraww preferences as to its developing partner, is also markedly constrained. In a more flexible 
arrangement,, the capacity to engage in selective internal discrimination is heightened. Thus, on the 
onee hand we can argue that complete exchanges would have re-instituted a colonial arrangement in 
exactingg a 100% positive preference in favour  of the developed country. On the other  hand, in 
exactingg such a complete exchange, the developed country's discretion to deny market access to the 
developingg country's trade is also eliminated. 

Itt  would seem that the more partial and tentative declarations between unequal partners would be the 
arrangementss more likely to be associated with the effects of the colonial past. In this sense Haight 
andd Jackson correctly summarised the opinions expressed by Workin g Groups toward the problem of 
reversee preferences, but perhaps did not go far  enough in asking how these reverse preferences would 
havee been viewed if exchanged for  a full measure of access to the EEC market. Beneath the 
characterisationn of colonialism, the underlying legal issue to raise may have not been only whether 
developingg countries should have been granting reverse preferences, but rather  whether  they would be 
ablee to obtain fair  value in return. 

Thee manner  in which this question was dealt with over  time is also telling. Although later  periodic 
reportss by the participants projected the opinion that Association members were making progress 
towardd establishing reciprocity, ultimately the illusion of reverse preferences was simply dropped in 
thee reformation of the Association in the ACP-EEC First Convention of Lomé'. By this time, it was 
reportedd that only one Workin g Group member objected to the disbanding of the formal reciprocity 
requirementt  as contained in the earlier  Convention. As discussed in the following chapter, this 
decisionn to abandon the textual provision of the mutuality requirement of paragraph 8 of Articl e 
XXI VV would provide the basis for  a serious legal challenge to the Lome's GATT status twenty years 
hence,, at least as it was claimed to fall within the free-trade area exception of Articl e XXIV . 

Whyy would there be so littl e attention paid to the quality of the EC's own commitments in these 
variouss developed-developing or  large-small country free-trade areas? It seems logical after  all, that 
forr  each agreement which did not call for  a high degree of reverse preferences, that the EC was also 
nott  being held to a very high standard of internal free trade. By reducing the obligations on the part of 
thee developing countries, the EC was also implicitl y relieved from market opening commitments. One 
explanationn by way of conjecture is that no one really cared if the EC did not open its market. The 
regionall  members themselves could hardly object to their  lack of market access when they themselves 
weree not granting it. The developing country non-members could retain their  trade from any 
incompletee formations as any absence of opening on behalf of the regional members would preserve 
thee status quo. The developed country non-members may have gained the most from attempting to 

166 "Perhap s no case is mor e revealin g of the dange r of preferentia l arrangement s contrar y to Most-Favoure d 
Natio nn creepin g into GATT throug h the ambiguitie s of Articl e XXIV"  J. Jackson , Supr a not e 11 at p. 609. 
1719777 BISD, L/4369, para. 10. EEC-Impor t regim e for Bananas , 3 Jun e 1993 and 11 Februar y 1994, 
unreported . . 
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blockk incomplete formations, as this would preserve their MFN rights to developing markets in 
accordancee with the GATT provisions. However, complete exchanges might also have been 
detrimentall  to their access to the EC market. 

Nevertheless,, critical remarks concerning EEC regional developments did became more accentuated 
overr time. For example, from EC-Israel, "(t)he growing network of discriminatory agreements, many 
off  which were not consistent with Article XXIV weakened the MFN trading system on which GATT 
wass based."18 From EC-Egypt, one Working Group member noted that most of the Working Group 
memberss supporting the particular formation were already in similar arrangements and that virtually 
alll  such arrangements were by the EC with some other party.19 

4.44.4 Institutional factors in the review process 
Besidess the problem of attempting to review agreements that were never intended to comply with 
Articlee XXIV terms in the first place, the weakening of the internal trade requirement was 
compoundedd by institutional deficiencies in the practice of GATT reviews. It may be the case that the 
absencee of independent control over regional formations has contributed more to the slackening of the 
requirementss than has the interpretive problems associated with the provisions. This institutional 
deficiencyy also came to the surface in the Overseas Association review, particularly in light of the 
previous,, albeit brief, Working Group review practice. Regarding this practice, GATT had reported in 
BISDD three other regional formations. The first two were reported in 1952 BISD, the first for the 
Customss Union between South Africa and Southern Rhodesia,20 and the second for the Free trade area 
betweenn Nicaragua and El Salvador.21 The third review was published in 1957 BISD, concerning the 
Participationn of Nicaragua in the Central American Free Trade Area.22 

4.4.14.4.1 The earliest decisions 
Alll  three of these reviews resulted in Contracting Party decisions and, as Sampson has noted, this 
groupp of decisions constituted the first and last group of agreements to ever receive a finding of 
conformityy according to Article XXIV in the GATT 1947 by a consensus of the Contracting Parties.23 

Inn the Nicaragua-El Salvador review and decision, the Contracting Parties provided a decision 
memorandumm for the first free-trade area considered after the conclusion of the General Agreement. 
Thee decision required that the regional members were to file an annual report and declared a reserva-
tionn to review the positive decision at any time if found that the arrangement was not resulting, "in the 
maintenancee of a free trade area in the sense of Article XXIV of the General Agreement".24 This 
conditionn was accompanied by an unequivocal decision by the Contracting Parties that the 
governmentt of Nicaragua was entitled to claim the benefits of Article XXIV relating to the formation 
off  this free trade area. 

Inn the second decision relating to Nicaragua, the notification for this formation was not based upon a 
completedd treaty, but upon the country's decision to conclude a treaty with other countries in the 
region.. As such, no plan or schedule was submitted. Therefore, the decision, while taking note of the 
intentt of the country to form the free-trade area within ten years, also noted the intent of Nicaragua to 
seekk a plan and schedule for submission to the Contracting Parties within four years. On this basis, the 
Contractingg Parties concluded that the country was entitled to claim the benefits of Article XXIV , 

188 EC-Israel, 1977 BISD, L/4365, para. 23. 
199 EEC-Egypt, 1975 BISD, L/4054, para. 11. 
200 1952 BISD p. 29. 
211 Decision of 25 October 1951. 
222 Decision of 13 November, 1956. 
233 G, Sampson, Regional Trading Blocks and World Economy, (mimeo), Address for Queen's University of 
Belfast,, 2 June, 1994, p. 11. 
244 Decision of 25 October 1951,1952 BISD p. 30. 
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howeverr  subject to a requirement that there would be a later  review of the decision. This later  review 
wouldd take place if, based upon the filed plan and schedule, it was determined that the formation in 
thee sense of Articl e XXI V was unlikely to be established within the ten year  period. In this case the 
Contractingg Parties seemingly provided flexibilit y for  Nicaragua, but certainly due to the fact that the 
countryy made a notification prior  to the completion of an actual agreement. A plan and schedule 
wouldd constitute a declaration of the party's intentions, and would then provide a basis for  review and 
bee subject to review. The ten-year  rule was clearly stated as not being waived for  this formation. 

4,4.24,4.2 The power to make decisions and the power to block 
mm both of these reviews there is a distinct inference in the decisions that the Contracting Parties had 
thee power  to determine whether  or  not free- trade area members could avail themselves of the 
provisionss of Articl e XXIV . This suggests that the Contracting Parties would also have had the power 
too determine that a Contracting Party would not be entitled to avail itself of the Articl e XXI V 
exception.. The components of the decisions which reserved the right  to later  deny the Articl e XXI V 
benefitss if the regional agreement was not successfully completed can be cited to support the potential 
availablee under  Articl e XXI V for  the Contracting Parties to exercise control over  free-trade area 
formations.. The filing  of an annual report, also dictated by the decisions, would assumedly provide 
thee material necessary to determine whether  such a later  review was necessary. 

However,, Jackson appears to have disagreed at least in part with this characterisation. His 
interpretationn was that authority for  the Contracting Parties to declare the applicability of Articl e 
XXI VV to a particular  arrangement is valid only in those circumstances where a GATT party forms an 
arrangementt  with a non-Contracting Party. This is based upon his reading of paragraph 5 of Articl e 
XXTV ,, which limit s the provisions of Articl e XXI V to the formation of regional arrangements to the 
territorie ss of Contracting Parties. Both of the Nicaragua decisions involved arrangements with non-
Contractingg Parties. In the absence of this circumstance, Jackson concluded that the review of the 
operationn of Articl e XXTV provided for  an automatic exception, whereby no special action is required 
off  the GAIT . In this manner  Articl e XXIV , in the absence of affirmativ e Contracting Party action, 
hass been interpreted byy him to be essentially self-declaratory in nature.25 

Itt  is not so clear  that this was the prevailing view at the time of the Overseas Association report. There 
iss no indication in the review that the Workin g Parties did not believe that they had an obligation to 
renderr  a recommendation. Assumedly this recommendation would find its final expression as a 
Contractingg Party decision. Given that the two earlier  reports resulted in Contracting Party decisions, 
theree may have been an understanding, or  at least an anticipation, by the Workin g Group, that a 
decisionn either  affirmativ e or  negative would also result for  this arrangement. In this first "contested" 
review,, it is conceivable that arguments made for  full preferences to be exchanged were done so with 
thee intent to establish a basis for  a Contracting Party decision along the earlier  lines. Accordingly, 

"Somee members of the Sub-Group pointed out that the Committee should be informed that a 
majorit yy had advanced the view that the association...was not consistent with the provisions 
off  Articl e XXI V of the General Agreement...The representative of the Six stated that in his 
opinion...thee Treaty could only be examined (or  reported upon) as a whole by whatever  body 
wass instructed to carry out that examination."26 

Thee EEC position was that consensus was required at each and every level of the process in order  to 
passs any conclusion on to the next level. Recalling that paragraph 7 of the Articl e prohibit s regional 
memberss from implementing a regional agreement in light of Contracting Parties recommendation for 

J.. Jackson , Supra , not e 11 at p. 582. However , paragrap h seven of the Articl e does reserv e to the Contractin g 
Partie ss the right  to make recommendations , and the proponent s shal l not plac e the formatio n into effec t withou t 
adaptin gg the agreemen t to the recommendations . This woul d seem to provid e for the powe r of revie w outrigh t 
266 U778, para 45, italic s added . 
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changes,, the implications of the EEC view are clear. If no recommendations can advance from the 
Sub-Groupp level without the proponent's consent, then regional members exercise a true veto power 
overr any possibility of receiving recommendations. In this sense, there is truth to Jackson's 
characterisation.. As long as regional members hold the power to block a recommendation, the process 
iss inherently self-declaratory overall. However, this view would only hold in the absence of any other 
processs that could challenge measures undertaken by regional members in the course of 
implementation.. As we shall see, the EEC did not perhaps factor the possibility of dispute resolution 
ass a function of the process into these implementation acts. 

4.4.34.4.3 The requirement of consensus 
Whilee it was understood that the examination of the Rome Treaty and its association could not have 
beenn completed within a single session, it became clear by the following session that an attempt to 
obtainn a decision on the larger question of Article XXTV consistency would not be forthcoming. By 
thee first report of the Intersessional Committee on the Treaty Establishing the European Economic 
Community,, the attempt to form some criteria for compatibility under these circumstances was 
abandonedd outright; as, 

"...thee Committee felt that it would be more fruitful if attention could be directed to specific 
andd practical problems, leaving aside for the time being questions of law and debates about 
thee compatibility of the Rome Treaty with Article XXIV of the General Agreement"28 

Evenn though a significant majority of the sub-committee had determined that the Association did not 
meett the qualifications of the Article, the lack of consensus even at this level prevented the larger 
committeee from attempting to consider the majority opinion in the making of a recommendation. 

Sincee any final Contracting Party decision would require a consensus in any case, and since those 
committeee members in minority also were Contracting Parties for the purpose of a recommendation 
byy the Contracting Parties, the heart of the institutional difficulty regarding non-complying regional 
agreementss must be laid to rest on the requirement of consensus itself. Within this institutional 
contextt one should also consider the often-cited opinion that the term "substantially" has been the 
causee of the problem with the proliferation of non-complying agreements. Thus, one may consider the 
resultt obtained if the Article had been drafted absent the term, thereby leaving no possible doubt that 
coveragee of all trade was required for the exception. Even in this hypothetical case, and with the 
processs as described above, there would yet be a continuing absence of any recommendation or 
decisionss disqualifying the compatibility of particular agreements with Article XXIV . By acting to 
rejectt a majority recommendation, regional members would continue to derive the "self-declaratory" 
basiss to implement non-complying agreements regardless of the text of the Article. 

AA review of early Working Groups tends to confirm that the difficulty of application arose more from 
thee absence of a more supra-national review mechanism that could make recommendations without 
regardd to the position of the regional members. Such a mechanism could have developed a pattern of 
practicee providing meaning over time for terms such as "substantially." Perhaps the absence of such a 
decision-makingg procedure was necessary at the outset to retain the underlying GATT political 
compromisee between the principle of most-favoured nation and the pre-existence of preferential 

2 7 19599 BISD, Sevent h Supplement , pg. 69. 
288 Ibid. , para . 3 at p. 70. The Contractin g Partie s did make the followin g conclusio n at page 71. Relatin g that 
postponemen tt  of fina l examinatio n was calle d for as ther e was not sufficien t informatio n to enabl e the partie s to 
complet ee an examination , pursuan t to para . 7 of Articl e XXIV, that Articl e XXII procedure s remaine d availabl e for 
individua ll  partie s to addres s question s arisin g fro m the Rome Treaty , and that EEC member s agreed to furnis h 
informatio nn unde r Articl e XXII consultation s in the future . Finally , notin g othe r norma l procedure s availabl e to 
Contractin gg Parties , "(l) t bein g open of cours e to suc h countr y to invok e the benefi t of Articl e XXIV insofa r as it 
considere dd that thi s Articl e provide d justificatio n for any actio n whic h migh t otherwis e be inconsisten t wit h a 
provisio nn or provision s of the Genera l Agreement" . Ibid. , para , f, at p. 71. 
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systems.. Nevertheless, it is also a common feature of the these Workin g Groups that regional 
memberss showed littl e inclination to amend formation plans to take into consideration Workin g 
Groupp considerations that were directly related to the Article' s requirements. 

4.54.5 Chapter Conclusion: The Article XXIV paradox 
Relatedd to the lack of an institutional grounding to impose the internal trade requirement is that aspect 
characterisedd by Haight as the Articl e XXI V paradox. This is the delicate point where legitimate non-
memberr  concern for  trade flows confronts the internal trade requirement directly and the role of the 
partiess in its enforcement. As the paradox is explained, Workin g Group members are said to be 
placedd in the problematic position of objecting to a formation when it discriminates against only a 
portionn of their  external trade, but nevertheless be compelled to support it when discriminating against 
substantiallyy all of their  trade.29 

Whatt  the paradox discloses is a divergence between the interests of non-members serving as GATT 
Contractingg Parties as contrasted with their  individual positions as trading countries, with issues 
beingg pressed regarding the sectoral concerns of proposed formations. This suggests that what is 
presentedd for  consideration is not so much a paradox but rather  a straight-forwar d conflict of interest. 
AA possible resolution would acknowledge individual country interests and to provide a channel to 
expresss these positions which was separate from the process of compatibilit y determinations with the 
Articl ee provisions. It could be suggested that reviewing parties should be relieved of the responsibility 
off  simultaneously advocating on behalf of the GATT system. This would suggest establishing a 
separatee mechanism to review the trade issues resulting from the implementation of formations that 
havee been already qualified according to Articl e XXI V provisions. This would be in contrast to a 
revieww mechanism that takes up sectoral trade diversion issues at the outset of the process prior  to any 
determinationn that legal qualifications according to Articl e XXTV have been or  can be met by the 
regionall  members. 

However,, it has also been suggested earlier  that the structure of GATT Articl e XXI V already 
accommodatess this bifurcation. This is found in the provisions whereby a formation must first be 
determinedd to be either  one leading to a free-trade area or  customs union according to paragraph 8. 
Onlyy after  such a finding can be installed is there any necessity to proceed to the question of whether 
thee qualified regional trade agreement raises new barrier s to the trade of non-members. Thus it 
appearss that the conflict of interest is resolvable by calling a forward a distinct two-step analysis as to 
paragraphh 8 and then paragraph 5. 

Theree are other  aspects of the Overseas Association and the other  early reviews that retain relevance 
forr  the interpretation of Articl e XXIV . At this juncture, what is learned from these reviews of the 
GATTT era that free-trade areas and customs union contained parallel restrictions in regard to the 
internall  trade requirement. When presented with a large association concerning a number  of linked 
developed/developingg country preferential agreements, all of which presenting a conflict of requirin g 
reversee preferences on the part of developing countries, the internal free trade requirement was 
disarmed.. At the core of this action lay the EEC's continuing insistence that reciprocity would not 
applyy for  the developing parties of the Association. 

Whil ee the most important legal questions posed by the Association and its successors remain 
unresolvedd to this very day, the cumulative effect of the arrangements brought forward during 
GATT' ss first fifteen years should not be underestimated. In order  to ameliorate the problem of 
institutionall  control, the problem of reverse preferences in developed/developing country 
arrangements,, and the "Articl e XXI V paradox", a diminution of the requirement of mutual reciprocity 
coveringg a sufficient degree of trade was implemented as a matter  of course. This flowed certainly 
fromfrom  demands of regional proponents to institute their  arrangements as declared. 

F.A.. Haight, Supra note 10. 
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Whilee these systemic problems continued in the GATT and was reflected by many of its Working 
Groupp revues, the dispute resolution process was eventually called into play, and slowly began to 
havee bearing upon GATT parties' own impressions of the Article and the extent of the obligations 
imposedd by it. The initial forays into this territory indicated at the outset that the legal provisions of 
thee Article did in fact convey meaning in the form of actual legal requirements. 
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